Dear Subscriber,

Have a look at SpagoWorld newsletter of June, including a lot of interesting news, such as the launch of GeoBi initiative, the new season of SpagoWorld webinars, OSCON 2010, the Eclipse SOA interoperability Day 2010 in Italy as well as some new Success Stories.

Best regards,
SpagoWorld Communications

News

- Engineering Group announces the GeoBi initiative

  Engineering Group announces the GeoBi initiative, a new international open source initiative on Location Intelligence. The initiative aggregates companies, consortiums, project communities and individuals into an open community to foster the cooperation between Business Intelligence and Geographical Information Systems as well as to support research activities.

  [Read the Press Release]

- New session of SpagoWorld webinars in Italian

  A new session of SpagoWorld webinars is delivered in Italian within SpagoWorld Webinar Center. The webinars focus on various topics, such as SpagoBI and Location Intelligence, Real-time Business Intelligence, Spago Universal Middleware. Participation is free and access is on a “first-come-first-served” basis.

  Further information and subscription are available in the SpagoWorld Webinar Center.

- Spago4Q Builder and Documentation

  New Spago4Q project offers the opportunity to the whole community to access the information available in its build system.

  It is used to monitor the consistence of the code of the SVN Repository as well as to develop nightly builds. To access the Builder, whose link is available on Spago4Q project website, [click here].

  Moreover, the structure of Spago4Q Documentation area has been renovated. The current structure allows to quickly identify the informative and descriptive documents related to the platform and the documentation supporting end-users’ and developers’ activities.

Events

- OSCON 2010

  Location: Portland, Oregon (USA)
  Date: July 19th—23rd, 2010

  Engineering Group participates in OSCON 2010, along with QualiSys project and OW2 Consortium. In particular, Davide Dalle Carbonare, Spago4Q architect, presents SpagoBI, the free/open source platform to measure, analyze and monitor Quality of products, processes and services, at QualiSys and OW2 booths.

  [Further information]

- Eclipse SOA Interoperability Day 2010 in Italy

  Location: Roma, Italy
  Date: October 5th, 2010

  Engineering Group announces the Eclipse SOA/Interoperability Day 2010. In collaboration with Eclipse Foundation and supported by vendors and IT leaders, it specifically addresses the business market. The event focuses on experiences and present use cases concerning the adoption of open source and Eclipse-based technologies. It also offers the opportunity to face some hot topics in the SOA and Interoperability domains. [Further information]

  For sponsorship opportunities, please e-mail: oss-support [at] eng [dot] it

- EuroMed SPI and CEE SPI Conference

  Location: Sofia, Bulgaria
  Date: October 18th—19th, 2010

  Engineering Group supports the EuroMed SPI and CEE SPI Conference, risen from the joining of the 1st edition of the Eastern European and Mediterranean Software Process Improvement Conference (EuroMed SPI) and the 4th edition of the Central and Eastern European Annual Conference for Software Process Improvement (CEE-SPI). Open to all software professionals, it focuses on the challenges that the software development companies are facing nowadays, also highlighting future solutions and opportunities. [Further information]

- Eclipse Summit Europe 2010

  Location: Ludwigsburg, Germany
  Date: November 2nd—4th, 2010

  Engineering Group participates in the Eclipse Summit Europe 2010, with a vendor talk and a booth in the exposition area. Further details will be available soon.

- OW2 Annual Conference

  Location: Paris, France
  Date: November 2nd—5th, 2010

  Engineering Group participates in OW2 Annual Conference in Paris, at the Cantine (151, rue Montmartre, Passage des Panoramas 12, Galerie Montmartre, 75002 Paris). The event offers the opportunity to professionals to illustrate and share their experiences on middleware, open source software and open source cloud. We look forward to seeing you in Paris! [Further information]

Ecosystem

- Spagic for MyFestival project at the Festival of Economics in Trento (Italy)

  Spagic contributed to the development of the MyFestival project, promoted by the Fifth edition of the Festival of Economics in Trento (June 3rd—6th, 2010), which enables the participants to organize their own participation in the event, thanks to an electronic agenda that is accessible by a web connection and a mobile phone.

  The Success Story is available [here].

- SpagoBI for Accor Group

  Accor Group has adopted SpagoBI and Talend Open Studio to improve its archiving and consultation processes of bookings and cancellations.

  [Read the Success Story]

- Spago4Q and the Quest nD Model: an Open Source Solution for Software Performance Measurement

  In the Resources area of SpagoWorld website, the presentation shown during the international conference on open source software Q5S 2010 is available now. It introduces an article that is the result of the collaborative work between Engineering Group and the Department of Information Technologys, University of Milan. It describes how users can connect a formal model for process performance evaluation (Q5S nD) through an open source business intelligence application (Spago4Q), to produce an integrated and complete environment for software performance evaluation.

  [Read the article]

- Solutions Linux: two new video interviews available now

  The new video interviews, given by Stefano Scamuzzo, Senior Technical Manager and Manager of SpagoBI international activities, and Gianfranco Boschi, Spago project leader at Solutions Linux, are available now in Spago4Q Media area. In particular, Stefano took part in a debate entitled “Business Intelligence”, where open source software, such as SpagoBI, as well as some innovative solutions of the European context were presented. Gianfranco presented the Universal Middleware provided by Spago, the open source platform for the governance of middleware services and the development of SOA applications.

- New Blogs on Location Intelligence

  After having launched the GeoBi initiative, aiming to foster the pervasive adoption of Location Intelligence through open source software, some new blogs on Location Intelligence have been open, to welcome ideas, remarks and information on this issue. Feel free to contribute to the development of the open discussions, by leaving your personal comment.

  [Go to the Blogs]